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Owen Paterson presents petition against Badman recommendations 
on the floor of the House of Commons 

Owen Paterson was on the floor of the House of Commons last night to 
present a petition signed by his constituents who are concerned by the 
Badman review of home education which is the fourth consultation on 
this subject in as many years.  

Owen said “I would like to present a petition from a large number of 
constituents across North Shropshire, led by Mr. and Mrs. Hardy from 
Market Drayton, who are deeply concerned about the iniquitous 
recommendations of the Badman report.”(8 Dec 2009 : Column 315) 

The latest guidelines, prior to the Badman Report, were only issued in 
2007.  

Conservative colleagues in the education team have raised a number of 
concerns about the latest consultation, most notably that the Department 
for Children, Schools and Families tried to imply that home education 
was being used as a cover for child abuse. Owen said “I find this 
offensive to those parents who often have to make a very difficult 
decision about withdrawing their child from school. I also find it 
inconceivable that the Department has not provided any evidence for 
linking home education and child abuse, other than saying it is yet 
“another unknown”.” 

“I believe it is essential that every child in this country receives a first-
class education and one that is suitable to their needs; to achieve that, 
parents should have the right to choose the education system that best 
serves their child and home schooling should be included in this 
choice. Parents, who make that choice, should be entitled to the same 



presumption of innocence and competence that school going children’s 
parents receive, unless evidence dictates otherwise.” 

The petition in North Shropshire was coordinated by Mr and Mrs Randall 
Hardy and has been added to the nationwide petition.  The petition calls 
on the Government to withdraw its plans for tighter restrictions and 
monitoring of home educators. 
 
Release immediate 

Note to Editors 

The following is the full text of the petition: 

The Petition persons resident in the North Shropshire parliamentary 
constituency, 

Declares that they are concerned about the recommendations of the 
Badman Report, which suggests closer monitoring of home educators, 
including a compulsory annual registration scheme and right of access to 
people's homes for local authority officials; further declares that the 
Petitioners believe the recommendations are based on a review that was 
extremely rushed, failed to give due consideration to the evidence, failed 
to ensure that the data it collected were sufficiently robust, and failed to 
take proper account of the existing legislative framework. 

The Petitioners therefore request that the House of Commons urges the 
Secretary of State for Children, Schools and Families either not to bring 
forward, or to withdraw, proposed legislative measures providing for 
tighter registration and monitoring of children educated at home in the 
absence of a thorough independent inquiry into the condition and future 
of elective home education in England; but instead to take the steps 
necessary to ensure that the existing Elective Home Education Guidelines 
for Local Authorities are properly implemented, learning from current 
best practice, in all local authorities in England. 

And the Petitioners remain, etc. 

 


